get more out of life –

AUTOMATE YOUR NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT

If you hate cleaning your reservoir, or wish you didn’t have to hand water, then you’ll love Easy Feed Systems. This customizable,
modular system provides precise, automated nutrient injection. It’s reservoir-free, easy to install, and unlike any other system on
the market today.

Reservoir-free: In-line nutrient management
provides a precise mix every time. Direct-inject
straight from concentrate, or use the system to
fill reservoirs or hand water with fertilizer water.
Easy to use and maintain: Adjust
your nutrient mix with the twist of a dial. Do-ityourself maintenance is easy and hassle-free with
continuous in-line pH, EC/TDS metering.
Save time and money: Precise chemical
management equals less money spent on chemical,
and less time spent on fertigation.

LEARN HOW EASY FEED CAN INCREASE YOUR YIELD TODAY

THE RESERVOIR KILLER!
All Easy Feed Systems use genuine Dosatron injectors. Dosatron is the inventor of the
original, water-powered chemical injector and an established leader in the industry.

How it Works
These water-powered, non-electric chemical injectors are the easiest, most reliable
way to accurately inject chemicals into water lines. The injectors work using volumetric
proportioning, ensuring that the chemical mixture remains the same regardless of
variations in pressure and flow. When water enters the injector, it triggers the hydraulic
motor, which begins moving up and down inside the body of the injector. On the up
stroke, the injector draws fluid up from the concentrate tank in an action similar to a
hypodermic syringe. On the down stroke, the concentrate is displaced into the mixing
chamber, where it is mixed with the water flowing through the unit. Then the waterand-chemical mixture is discharged into the water lines.

EASY FEED SYSTEMS:
Allows anyone to become a systemic farmer
Injects any concentration under 35 ml/gallon

Works indoors, outdoors and in greenhouses
Operates with low, high, or inconsistent pressure

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Low pressure kit
Flood/rain sensor

Automated weekly flush line
Inline mixer
water inlet

dosers (6 shown)

pH/PMM/EL/Temp Meter
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timer

solenoid valve

water
outlets
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CONTROL PANEL

tel

sample port / fresh water hose hook up

concentrate inlets

EXPANSION PANELS (5 SHOWN)
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